
 

TASK TIME ONLINE 

   AWESOME AUSSIE ADVANCES 
 

ACTIVITY 1 
WHO INVENTED THAT? 
Do some research to match the Aussie inventor with their invention. 
 

o Aeroguard Insect Repellent   ► Dr Fiona Wood 
o Black Box Flight Recorder    ► Ben Lexcen 
o Combine Harvester     ► Dr David Warren 
o Dynamic Lifter Fertiliser    ► Jack Grant 
o Electric Drill      ►William Ramsay 
o Inflatable Aircraft Escape Slide & Raft  ► Dr Doug Waterhouse 
o Kiwi Shoe Polish       ► Arthur James 
o Self propelled Rotary Hoe    ► Dr Cyril Callister 
o Spray -on –Skin     ► H.V. McKay 
o Vegemite      ► Cliff Howard 
o Winged Keel      ► Norm Jennings 

 

 Find out why an Australian invention carries the name ‘Kiwi’?  
 
ACTIVITY 2 
FIX IT 
A double feature page on Australia’s greatest inventions is going to appear in tomorrow’s newspaper. Your 
job is to check the stories below and correct any errors, write a caption for the photos and decide on a 
headline. (* the headline must have the correct number of characters to fit the space as indicated)  
 
 
 
 
Its an example of who practical thinking and a simple idea led to one  
of Australia’s biggest success stories. In 1946, lance Milne, a motor  
mechanic from South Australia, came up with a solution to the problem  
of wet clothes falling of the prop washing line in his back yard.  
The single steel pole with metal ribs spreading out from the centre pole  
with rust proof wire strung between them became a very popular peace  
of equipment from which to peg the washing. The apparatus has a wind  
up mechanism that raises the top part of the pole allowing the clothes to  
dry high in the wind. It was such a great invention it became a integral  
part of the Australian back yard and are now famous the world over. 

 
 
                              In 1902, the thought of having to by sheets of paper individually, prompted Mr J A   
                              Birchall to come up with the idea of glueing small sheets of paper together at one   
                              end and attaching them to a cardboard back to make a pad. He sold this convenient  
                              invention –the ‘Silvercity Writing Tablet’ – in his book and stationary shop in Launceston,  
                             tasmania, but the idea soon spread around the world and so the writing pad was born. 
 

 
            
                                           Make a list of other uses for the Hills Hoist? 

HEADLINE – 19 characters including spaces 

CAPTION:  

HEADLINE – 26 characters including spaces 

CAPTION:  



ACTIVITY 3 
BE AN INVENTOR 
Have a go at inventing a product using these four steps. 
 
Investigate – identify a problem and gather information and knowledge to help you design  
                       and develop a solution. 
Ideate         – comes up with some ideas that will solve the problem. Discuss and select the best idea. 
Produce     – make your design as a prototype or model using materials readily available to you. 
Evaluate    – think about the appropriateness of your design. Ask questions like is there anything you  
                      would change or add to the design to make it better? 
 
 
                       PROBLEM 
                       The water bubblers or drinking taps at school aren’t working properly.  
                       They either spurt out too much water or are just a trickle. 
 
                       SOLUTION 
                       Come up with a design for a better drinking tap at school.  
                       Make a prototype using materials that you can easily obtain. eg plastic bottles and  

containers. In your design consider water saving elements!  
 
 

     

ACTIVITY 4 
MARKETING MAKES IT  
Effective advertising and marketing has played a big part in the success  
of many Aussie inventions like the Victa Lawn Mower.  
The company provided creative ways to promote the product and attract  
customers to buy a Victa mower. 
 
 Design a print advertisement to advertise an awesome Aussie invention.  

           Remember an advertisement needs to influence the consumer to buy the  
           product. Use a slogan, visual images and the brand name to get the  
           message across. 
 
ACTIVITY 5 
SOLVING PROBLEMS 
In the book Australia’s Greatest Inventions and Innovations, the writers have outlined the problem that lead 
to some very bright solutions. Identify what solution was invented for each of these problems. 
 
PROBLEM          SOLUTION 
How to enable a profoundly deaf person to hear everyday sounds  
when hearing aids don’t work for them.      _______________________ 
 
How to make computing portable and link individual computers  
together so they can share data and form a network.    _______________________ 
 
To develop a spread using the vitamin rich yeast discarded by breweries. _______________________ 
 
How to rescue people stranded in the ocean.     _______________________ 
 
*These inventions can all be found in the book Australia’s Greatest Inventions and Innovations written by  
Christopher Cheng and Linsay Knight (Random House Australia) 
 


